**Student Parking Squad Reorganized; Undergraduate Control Eliminated**

The student-directed University Parking Squad has undergone drastic reorganization this year. According to Assistant to Robert Clappier, director of Buildings and Grounds, the following changes from previous practices have been instituted:

1. **Undergraduate Management**: The squad has been restructured so that the students are now selected through the Office of Student Financial Aid. In the past, parking administrators, Robert Stringfellow and foreman of the daily non-student parkers, now manage the squad, which has been split into five sections.

2. **Scholarship Basis**: Student parkers are now selected on the basis of scholarship. Those with the highest scholarship, including MSG, the Varsity Club and the Chancellors, are considered first, followed by the other organizations. This system was implemented due to the previous system's unfairness, as it was open to all undergraduates, regardless of their academic performance.

3. **No Freshmen are permitted to Serve**: This change was made to maintain a balance between the number of freshmen and upperclassmen in the squad.

4. **An Investigation into Thefts and Verbal Abuse**: An investigation by The Daily Chronicle found that the squad's actions were justified, as the members were protecting the campus from criminal activities.

5. **No Parking Violations will be Enforced**: The squad will no longer enforce parking violations, as they are handled by the University Committee on Disciplinary Action.

6. **No Parking Tickets will be Issued to Students**: This change was made to prevent discrimination, as the squad was previously issuing tickets to students who were not violating the parking rules.

7. **No Parking Permits will be Sold to Students**: This change was made to prevent students from benefiting from the squad's actions.

8. **No Parking Permits will be Issued to Faculty**: This change was made to prevent faculty from benefiting from the squad's actions.

9. **No Parking Permits will be Issued to Staff**: This change was made to prevent staff from benefiting from the squad's actions.

10. **No Parking Permits will be Issued to Visitors**: This change was made to prevent visitors from benefiting from the squad's actions.

11. **No Parking Permits will be Issued to Members of the General Public**: This change was made to prevent members of the general public from benefiting from the squad's actions.

**Freshmen Cautioned**

Dean of Men Robert F. Longley, hopes that this year's freshmen will not repeat the errors of last year's disturbance. 

"The disturbance was the only means of keeping the Delta Tau stock, as well as controlling its operations. It was found that the Delta Tau's behavior was the result of a personal vendetta between Stringfellow and the foreman of the student parking section."

**Student Government**

MSG Co-Ord. to Receive All Matters

By Robert Stuer

The Men's Student Government, which has jurisdiction over all cases of student misconduct independent of any action taken by Men of Robert F. Longley, has agreed to turn over all cases of student misconduct to the MSG Judiciary. According to MSG President Steve Arora, the new powers of the MSG Judiciary are consistent with the issue of "quickly suspensions" which plagued the last evening's event. The new powers of the MSG Judiciary are necessary to ensure that the conduct of the students is in line with the rules of the University.

**Longley Requests Order For Student Conduct**

Dean of Men Robert F. Longley, hopes that this year's disturbance will not repeat the "disorderly conduct" of last year's disturbance at Franklin Field by a number of students attending the last year's opening football game.

The aftermath of last year's disturbance threw a greater burden on the MSG's Byzantine system of discipline than the previous year. Last year's disturbance was caused by the presence of a large segment of the freshman class, which has precipitated a need on the part of the MSG to make the "initiation" of the incoming students more controversial.

Until last year the fact that freshmen were "dinks" further intensifies this feeling, since the freshmen were easy to distinguish in the crowd.

Last year's suspensions were tendered as a deterrence in hopes that the disturbance would not occur again.

"The disturbance was the only means of keeping the Delta Tau stock, as well as controlling its operations. It was found that the Delta Tau's behavior was the result of a personal vendetta between Stringfellow and the foreman of the student parking section."

**Cecil Moore: To Lecture To Connaissance Group**

Connaissance opens this season of "spotlighting issues of American Government" with Cecil Moore, head of the Philadelphia NAACP. Interacting Monday evening at the Assembly Room, members of the University community.

Dr. Taylor, member of the Presidential Advisory Committee on Labor Relations Policy, has developed his ideas in the broad context of "The Role of Labor in a Free Society." According to MSG President Steve Arora, the new powers of the MSG Judiciary are necessary to ensure that the conduct of the students is in line with the rules of the University.

"Too close adherence to old institutional commitments results in solving imaginary problems to the neglect of real ones," Dr. Taylor said. The force of newMSG legislation, he went on, may be less than the current situation, but is more controversial features of the bill are likely to occur.

Dr. Taylor, a proposal to give the act more democratic consent.

According to MSG President Steve Arora, the new powers of the MSG Judiciary are necessary to ensure that the conduct of the students is in line with the rules of the University.

"The disturbance was the only means of keeping the Delta Tau stock, as well as controlling its operations. It was found that the Delta Tau's behavior was the result of a personal vendetta between Stringfellow and the foreman of the student parking section."

**Martin**

**Orange Driv**
BARTER Meltzer, member of Big Kite and Key Society, stated yesterday that President's Day awards for outstanding service in the University will be presented at the formal opening of Locust Walk, Saturday, October 17. Meltzer, chairman of the President's Day Committee, will preside at the ceremonies beginning at 11 a.m. at Locust Walk. This will be Kite and Key's second annual President's Day and will honor the student council, alumni, and students of the University. Other Kite and Key members will also be recognized for their contributions toward the construction of the Walk.

Immediately following is a program of music and then a picnic outside the Administration Building, a Club motor tour to the site of the College Hall. Football fans may then go to Franklin Field to see the Penn-Penn game at Franklin Field.

PAN-HAL TEC

The Pan-Hellenic Council will hold its annual meeting today from 8:30 P.M. in the West Lounge of Houston Hall. The meeting will be open to the public.

RenoNA TION WILL AFFECT FRATERNITIES

The University Planning Office, following a review of the university's role in long-range development programs, has notified those individual houses that will be affected.

The action that the University has taken with a small minority of the group in campus. The notification of such plans followed a review of the type of time that work is scheduled to begin.

The code conducts such surveys periodically, trying to determine how the fraternity system can be kept abreast of the University's development program. The house plans have been followed by the most recent of these surveys.

The major program that the University has undertaken is expected to cost over two hundred million dollars, in an effort to add classrooms and dormitories to the present facilities.
Sic Transit
Gloria Mundi

The reorganization of the University Parking Squad reflects the many changes that have taken place on the campus in recent years. The days of the benevolent, bigoted Big Man in the Right House who freely threw his liquor, his contempt for academics, and his patronage around willy-nilly have passed. In his place now is the thoughtless, sedate organization type who is more used in University politics because he is more interchangable, less disposed of by the sentimentality and cohesiveness of the fraternity system. The more things change, the more they remain the same.

But like a wily leader in the party that's out, the Big Man finds little corners where he can wait out the change. A whole network of such corners has developed in University student employment.

The parking squad shake-up eliminated the choicest of the lot. But others remain. And they will continue unless there is pressure or outright reorganization by the University.

The University's parking squad system belies the claim that cyanization is just coming to the University this year. For years the passing of positions in the employment agencies have proceeded on a systematized pattern, with negative feedback operating to induce freshmen in the agency into the controlling fraternity. This marvel of human engineering will cease to operate in the parking squad any longer.

My point is, however, especially in a Goldwater year, that big University government is moving in to retard the vitality of private enterprise. But the need for adequate regulation of these services remains, for in their impact on University life they are not private, and in the case of the parking squad, it was not free.

Dear Suburbanite,

You, like so many of your fellows, are for Barry Goldwater. And we both know why; because you don't want to face up to your responsibilities. You'd rather bellyache about being deprived of them.

On economic grounds, you would be expected to be conservative. That's what Barry calls himself, but you and I know that's so much hooey. Barry is a radical by any reasonable definition of the word. The fact that you are supporting a radical in a Presidential election is a harrowing reminder of how dangerous the escapism you are indulging in really is.

Press At Fault

Part of the blame for your attitude must rest with the press. It has told you often that you are in a rut, that there is a conformity crisis. That you have come to believe it. Yet the only way you could only grow if planted on fertile soil. You, there are dangers in mass living—but it's "Gosh! our own judgment" (to quote one of the alarmists) only as much as you let it be. The burdens of preserving your identity lies on you, not on your environment.

Why Think?

Yet you have come to believe that the New Haven local, the sit-in case, the VTA, are themselves inherently evil. You would rather accept this driving fear sans thank you yourself if you haven't dug your own rut—if you're in a lout. A book called "What's Wrong with Conformity?" appeared this season. It espouses the platonic myths of the impenetrable suburbanite. But there is no need to waste it expounded; it's easier than thinking in to begin with. It's appealing to depersonalize yourself to conforming the system. But aren't you angry at the system for depersonalizing you?

Logical Nonsense

But the act of redemption will solve nothing. It only projects your own unwillingness to accept the responsibilities of running your own life, onto the political arena. In the same individualism you deprecate the logic of your support for Barry.

You want simple answers to complicated problems. You have been grown weary of stalemates. You want "morality" back into politics. Perhaps that debt really isn't a new thing.

You want today's comforts with running your own life, onto the violations but has done nothing only increases the
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Letters To The Editor

I am pleased to see that Mr. Furia has come out (Letter to the Editor, Sept. 22) against hate, the killer shark, and Venom, at least so far as my mind is concerned. I would have preferred to see a statement against sham, hate, and reach, the well documented oppression of the Negroes, rather than the alleged oppression, and for doing something besides allowing disdained that one could hate and with cause.

To begin with, I did not say the riots were healthy or desirable, I did say that when people spontaneously organize to oppose police brutality that a healthy community spirit is involved. My "hatene" letter to the Daily is not a justification for hate (since hate is not something that needs to be justified but rather understood) but an answer to the biased article of Mr. Shapiro for the papers. Why haven't they done something about the interminable molesting of coeds, the vandalized apartments, the gang of Negro juvenile delinquents roaming late at night? Is this their bed-time or something?

Dr. Captin Clegg, We've had it. If you want to play Crusader Blabut that badly why don't you take your tigers somewhere else? No one's been needing on Saturday nights?

Douglas Meier
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Position Clarified

The Eleutherian Society & Young Americans For Freedom under the aegis of the New Conservative Society will hold a membership meeting Tonight at 8:00pm

All Invited

Franklin Room

Houston Hall

They're going past!

We're referring to tickets to Houston Hall Board's fall spectacular starring

The Brothers Four

FRIDAY, SEPT. 25
8:30 P.M. IRVINE AUD.
RESERVATIONS AT HOUSTON HALL INFORMATION DESK
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WXP4N Runs New Program This Year

WXP4N, University radio station, announced today that as part of its biennial extended operations, it will train a larger part of its 1964 extended operations. This will train a larger part of its 1964 extended operations. This will train a larger part of its 1964 extended operations. This will train a larger part of its 1964 extended operations. This will train a larger part of its 1964 extended operations. This will train a larger part of its 1964 extended operations.

In a day when police look on while raging mobs plunder North Philadelphia streets, when criminals, drug addiction, prostitution, and racial hatred can find no Saturday-night vice more serious than last week's relatively peaceful ZBT party.

are outraged that Captain Clegg thinks he is? Have his men no-
Pennsylvania COUNCIL
8:30 PM THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

Served

...ALL INTERESTED

SEPTEMBER 24
HEELING SMOKER
HOUSTON HALL

Announcements explain the purposes of each organization at 8:00 in the Franklin Room of Houston Hall, Open to the University.

D.F. - Important meeting of the entire Business Staff, Thursday September 24, 4 p.m.

FRAUGHTERIES: The following playseries in Group II will be open House Rush from 2 to 4, Sunday: Alpha Epsilon Pi Delta Psi Kappa Alpha Kappa Nu Phi Delta Theta Phi Gamma Delta Phi Sigma Delta Phi Sigma Kappa Phi Alpha Alpha Pi Lambda I Pi Psi Alpha Sigma Alpha Nu Sigma Phi Sigma Nu Tau Epsilon Pi Theta Xi

HILLBEL - Coffee hour this afternoon from 3:00 to 5:00 Dancing and refreshment.

HILLBEL - Reservations are now being taken for the Hilltop Hayride to be held Sunday evening.

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL - Meeting for Sophomore heelers at 7:30 tonight, Houston Hall.

The most walked about Slacks on Campus contain "DACRON"* Hubbard Slacks have a faculty for fashions of 65% Dacron*• polyester and 35% combed cotton.Styled in Classic plain front and traditional gay.Blade models for wrinkle-free good looks and carefree comfort, at better. Stores everywhere.*Support's registered trademark

Women! meet the Sorority Women of the Panhellenic Tea From 3:00 to 5:00 West Lounge-Houston Hall See you there!

Free Exhibition - Now Through October 25
"MAN IN SPACE"
sponsored by NATIONAL AERONAUTICS and SPACE ADMINISTRATION Up-to-date summary of U.S. space progress Rocks • Satellites • Space Capsules • Moon Photos • Meet Astronaut EUGENE CERNAN in person. Sunday, 3 p.m.

SPACE SCIENCE DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY 2 P.M. & 4 P.M. SUN. 1:30 and 3:30 P.M. (OCT. 10 Only) HOURS 10 to 5 weekdays, 1 to 5 SAT. & SUN.

COMMERCIAL MUSEUM 34th STREET and CONVENTION AVE. Free entrance - PHILADELPHIA PANTOANA. City planning past, present, and future, SHIPS and TREASURES: scale ships and portrait of Marie Antoinette, plus many others have bound the world. Week-end concerts and film programs.

---
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The Society Hill Playhouse, Philadelphia's Center for the Performing Arts, has set the schedule for its fifth consecutive season of plays and concerts.

During the coming theatrical year, the Playhouse will present forty-six productions, all of which are being produced in association with part of the continuing effort to bring the best of modern theater to Philadelphians.

The season will open on Wednesday, October 7, with "The Good Soldier, Svejk," based on the novel of the same name, as written by Jaroslav Kucan and directed by the Theatre's designer for the theatre is Igor Severijenek.

Other major offerings will include: The Art Council Award Plays of 1964; The Heeliauks by Jean Genet; and The Unlessed Month by Simone De Beauvoir.

The Art Council Award Plays of 1964 are being presented in cooperation with the YWCA Arts Council as part of the Playhouse's continuing work with new scripts. The Blacker will represent the second major work by Gorky to be presented by the Playhouse.

The season will open with "The Good Soldier, Svejk," as written by Jaroslav Kucan and directed by the Theatre's designer for the theatre is Igor Severijenek.

In addition to the above scheduled shows, the Playhouse will inaugurate a special Sunday Series this year. Like the Royal Court Theatre in London, the Playhouse will present a series of one-time performances of interesting or experimental plays on five Sunday afternoons during the season. The productions will be fully rehearsed, but will be presented with the minimum of decor and mounting.

The Series will include: Writer's Project 'One Act Play Festival II', Sunday October 18; The Regent's Trial by Arieie Nasougia, Nov 22; To Be Announced, Jan 10; What's-He-Names The Analytic, a new drama by P. Alelyunas, March 7; The Writer's Project 'One Act Play Festival III', May 2. The Sunday Series are designed to give adventurous Philadelphia Theatre-goers an opportunity to discover either new or specialized plays.

The Writer's Project at the Playhouse will also continue its activity this year, and resumes operation, September 26 at 8:00 P.M. Playwrights or would-be playwrights are invited to attend the open sessions where new plays are read and discussed.

The Writer's Project is open to the general public.

---

West Phila.
UNFURNISHED
Roosevelt Apartments
9107 CHESTER AVE.
1-2-3 ROOM APTS.
NEWLY DECORATED
UTILITIES INCLUDED
$56 PER MONTH AND UP
APPLY SUPERINTENDENT
Look Away, Look Away

A THRIVING "PACKAGE STORE"...

LIVE OAK, FLA.- Negroes walk in the street - more precisely they stagger - through the blackest section. The blackest store on the block, the box office with two windows, so the same custodian can sell tickets either way. The black entrance, Negroes sit in the back, and there are no signs of commerce at all but the biggest towns, and there are no signs of commerce here. There's a watermelon-eating contest in Darktown at Belle Glade kommowwmm...

DEERY

Port Charlotte, Fla.: Retiree, head in a "liberal" restaurant in Val-dosta, Ga. Signs...We finally managed to find a "liberal" restaurant in Val-dosta, Ga. Signs..."People rocking back and forth in the gutter; they "know their place." ... "We're not going to tell him that officially - I'll put it that way."

The city, said Safety Director Wallace Haughland, doesn't mind if the services park for a few minutes. "We're feeding the ticket machine," he said. "We only ask that they don't park on those 30-minute meters."

RELIGION

AMERICANS SEEK EQUALITY

WASHINGTON - President Johnson said Wednesday the American way of life is under attack in this election year by "reckless and rejected extremes" that "bind for power and wealth and the lives of your children."

Johnson addressed a confuising-loudness of labor union members and said that those who love American freedom should work to save it.

Johnson said all citizens "have a clear and compelling duty - to make it clear that America has not fallen and will not fall into the hands of extremists of any stripe."

SPORTS

SERIES TICKETS

PHILADELPHIA - The Philadelphia Phillies, apparently tired for the National League pennant, received more than 60,000 pieces of fan mail yesterday as they sold tickets for the World Series.

The Philadelphia post office, reporting the flood of letters, said still more "Phillies" fans have written to deposit their ticket orders - by mail order only - in two special Phillie-bound mail bags.

If the series goes the full seven games, the Phils could sell a maximum of 134,652 tickets for the four games scheduled for the 1969 season.

The first batch of mail, with orders restricted to pairs of tickets, maximum two pairs per customer, might already account for layovers from 160,000 to 200,000 ticket orders.

The Phillies won the National League pennant last year.

JUST LIKE PENN GAMES

PHILADELPHIA - The Philadelphia Eagles announced Wednesday that a game Sunday with the Cleveland Browns has been sold out. Capacity is 60,877 and it marks the second time in three seasons this year the Eagles have sold out for "its" field.

THE REAL WORLD CHAMPS

NEW YORK - St. Louie pitcher Roger Craig, who found meanings to be less than he was a member of the New York Mets, threw a hard away and let the winning run in the seventh inning Wednesday when the Mets, 2-1, wound up. Craig and Mets starter Galen Cisco matched shutdown innings until the Mets' seventh, when they scored on an error by Craig.

In the Mets seventh, Bobby Klaus doubled and Ed Kranepool doubled him home. T .R. Brann bench and Craig threw the ball past first base for an error, permitting Kranepool in with the winning run.

Bill Hunter relieved Cisco in the eighth with Cards on second and third and one out and saved the victory.

1:30 P.M. FRANKLIN FIELD

TICKETS AVAILABLE THE FRANKLIN FIELD TICKET OFFICE
Yarnall Urges Students To Use Office

James B. Yarnall, director of the Office of Fellowship Information and Study Programs Abroad, has become interested in graduate study to visit his office at 226 S. 5th St., before October 1.

My interest in this office is to see that as many students as possible get the aid they deserve, "he emphasized. "Often students just do not know about all the programs." He noted that the deadline for application for Fulbright Grants is October 23. It is imperative that those considering study to Great Britain apply immediately since it is difficult to find enough English speaking opportunities to add to the aid back to the United States. The Fellowship Office Information and Study Programs Abroad was founded in 1961 to provide information to students interested in graduate study here and abroad. The office also supplies information concerning summer school opportunities between the University and such universities as Stanford, Yale, and Johns Hopkins.

Letters To The Editor

(Continued from oar)

for a peaceful demonstration to a riot any day of the week if it accomplishes something. If the riots we have suffered in Philadelphia were for the signal for an insurrection against oppression that would only mean that we have not a cause here but slavery, degradation, and the like. They might as well rise themselves hateful things. Hate does not start riots. The willful acts of some odd persons (the KKK, or the John Birch Society) where Senators Goldwater, Johnson and Barry Goldwater act as a kind of police force. Is this "extreme" politics? It was obviously smoothed down the former two he was commander to integrate his unit because Johnson has voted for the Civil Rights Act of 1957. The policy maker must choose certain chance of success in a peaceful world with us? And defeat must be redefined. The picture of Barry Goldwater will press the idea that Goldwater becomes President, all American will be cognizant of the major powers and enjoys more prestige and respect than ever before. He has won her place in the sun. This brings us back to the senator from Arizona. What does he consider "victory over the communists" means? A military defeat of both the Soviet Union and the Communist China - assuming we could accomplish it. There would still not erode the appeal of communism nor would it bring hearts and heads of many farmers who till the Asian soil. Mankind and South America seem to prefer totalitarianism of a million greater or a billion people that barely differs from communism.

In short, the United States must learn to live with the realities of the big powers that reject democracy and capitalism. But foreign policy will best assure us that these foreign powers will agree to live in a peaceful world. We must show the communists, as Senator Goldwater says, that we will not yield at points of confrontation. But this strategy must be balanced by an expression of confidence and mutual interest, paths that may lead to junctions of politics on our part. Otherwise the policy we bear would not fear except certain fragments of the commons. Today we see the social reform as a shock, try "A Texan Looks at Lyndon Johnson." What does he consider "victory" as they were in California, as they were in California. If Goldwater becomes President, all Americans will be cognizant of his greatness after four short years.

---
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The T-formation, key to "The T-Formation" team, will go with the players. There is more spirit with this year's varsity club than with any of the past five years. In part a result of the fine job of captain Frank Rieper, the "take charge guys" on the field, where the players listen and respect, contributed to the fine season. As Coach Scott stated, the players feel otherwise—and thus they certainly are that's necessary.

Happy Now?
All Problems Are Solved
by Anthony Muller

The reason things look better for the Penn football team right now than they did at the end of last season is that the team has solved what people considered its most serious problem. But don't try to find what this problem is 'cause there are different versions. Some say it was Bruce Molloy's inability to work the ball. Other people say it was the defense. And Buzz Hannum and Chuck Riley are also possible candidates.
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